
MINUTES of the Extra-Ordinary meeting of Little Somerford Parish Council held at 7.15pm on 
Friday, 3rd June 2016 in Little Somerford Village Hall. 

PRESENT  :  Cllrs Pauline Cameron, Julie Frayling, Tony Pooley (chairman), Diane Sharp, John 
Smith, Clive Tubman.  Mrs Deborah Bourne (clerk) 

Also Present  :  There were no members of the press or public in attendance. 

050/16 Apologies for Absence 
 Apologies were received from Cllr Simon Spooner. 

051/16 Declarations of Interest 
 There were no declarations of interest on items on this agenda. 

052/16 16/04167/HRN - Hillview Farm, Little Somerford 
 Removal of 2 Sections of 58 metres of Hedgerow 

  Members raised several concerns about this application, including: 
• The sketch attached to the application appears to be misleading; approximately 300m is 

shaded for removal, annotations say 58m each side. 
• The sketch is shaded along the road and not the site of the hedge, which lays back from 

the road slightly. 
• Lack of visibility is exaggerated, there is a partial line of sight past the hedgerow, 

especially towards the Right of the access. 
• WC Planning Officers will be inspecting the hedgerow to verify if it is “of importance”, 

otherwise Planning Permission is not required. 

 Members also questioned where the boundary of the Parish lies in respect to this 
application, hedgerows should be preserved if they form boundary lines. 

 RESOLVED to send the following comments to Wiltshire Council Planning Department: 
  

 1.     The map attached to the Application Form is misleading. It would appear that the 
hedge to be removed is on the B4042 and 150 metres long in both directions from the 
access/egress to Hillview Farm. The map is at variance with both the reality of hedge 
location and the written statement that the hedge removal would be 58 metres in each 
direction. 

2.     Traffic is visible from the end of the drive over the hedge in both directions -  
 completely visible to the east and the rooves of vehicles visible to the west. 

3.     It is not clear whether or not the hedge is ‘important’ in the context of Hedgerows 
Regulations 1997. Please could Wiltshire Council send us a copy of its inspection 
report. 

4.    If Wiltshire Council concludes that the hedge is not important and can be removed, 
we understand that the applicant will be unable to undertake the removal until after 
31 August. 



053/16 16/04414/FUL - The Homestead, Little Somerford 
 Proposed Replacement Dwelling, Garage Block and Improvements to  

Existing Access 
 A similar application for this site had previously been refused.  The Applicant states it 

would be cheaper to rebuild this property than to renovate it.  This new application takes 
account of previous objections. 

 Discussion included: 
• Detail of new building, as to appearance from road 
• Garage - would this be demolished prior to erecting a new one? 
• Character of building does not seem to be in keeping with the area, although it is 

similar to Pine Cottage. 
• Design is like a Commercial Property with no windows facing the roadside 
• Doesn't enhance the character of the area and is not in keeping with the original 

building. 
  
 RESOLVED to send the following comments to Wiltshire Councils Planning Department: 

1.     The proposed style of the building does not maintain or enhance the character of the 
area or the existing dwelling. The extensive expanse of blank wall facing the B4042 
creates the appearance of a commercial building. 

2.    The number of vehicle of vehicle parking spaces (house = 8, stables = many) caused 
the council concern over the amount of movements in and out of the driveway. 

The meeting closed at 8.10pm 

……………………………  
Cllr Tony Pooley 

Chairman


